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                                  UPDATE HISTORY                           WG01 
=============================================================================== 
Version .12 01/30/05 
-Little Updates 
-Added more Questions and Answers 

Version .10 01/29/05 
-Stared FAQ/Guide 
-Finished Introdcution 
-Finished How This Game Works 
-Finished Copright, Thanks, Ending 
-Still Wokring On Frequently Asked Questions 
-Finished Table Of Contents 
-Added Times/Scores section 
-Added characters section 

=============================================================================== 
                                  INTRODUCTION                             WG02 
=============================================================================== 
Dun dun dun....Western games eh? They are one of my favorites. Anyways, I'm  
your FAQer of the Day, and the name is Matt Ludwig or mslpanthers (man that  
line is getting old) This game currently only had an in depth FAQ and no  



complete FAQs, so I figured I would come in here and change that for the NES  
FAQ Completion's sake. Seriously though, we are on a mission to take down all  
the games that currently do not have FAQs/Guides. So anyways, here we go. 

=============================================================================== 
                                  CONTROLS                                 WG03 
=============================================================================== 

This game uses the light gun, I repeat THIS GAME USES THE LIGHT GUN. So now  
that I got that out the way (btw, this game uses the light gun), we can do the  
controls. There is only one button that will work on a NES controller. 

Start (On The NES Controller): This will of course pause the game so you can do  
whatever you need to do. Also this button sometimes tends to freeze up the game  
in a way. 

Trigger (On the Light Gun): This one is pretty self explanatory. Just plug this  
one up into the controller slot and pull the trigger to fire onto the screen.  
Aim for whatever your shooting at, and the gun shoot hit it, but I really do  
not see how this works out. 

=============================================================================== 
                               HOW THIS GAME WORKS                         WG04 
=============================================================================== 

The whole basis to this game is really simple. You choose what kind of fight  
you want: 

Game A: This will be against one outlaw. So there will be one on the screen.  
This is the most normal and easiet game 

Game B: This is getting a little bit tougher here. There will be two outlaws on  
the screen, ready to fire at you. 

Game C: Oh man! A gang of outlaws, well, it's only three. This is the hardest  
difficulty in the game and you will need to practice to get this gang out. 

Anyways, your mission is to shoot the outlaw or outlaws when they say fire. So  
heres how it will go, we are going to choose game A. Now the game will play  
some real original western music and then the outlaw will walk out and then  
turn torward you when he gets in the middle. He will stare at you and when he  
says fire, you have a few seconds to shoot him before he shoots you. 

Now your mission is to conquer all the outlaws very quickly to gain a lot of  
points and get the best time. If you are to slow though, your going to get shot  
and put back to the main menu screen. Very simple concept huh? Anyways, there  
are no special bonuses or anything like that in this game and there is nothing  
more than what you see. 

============================================================================== 
                                  CHARACTERS                              WG05 
============================================================================== 

Brown Hatted and Bearded guy: This guy is the slowest shooter in the game. He 
is the biginning battler and very easy to beat. 

Green Hatted: This guy is a little bit tougher but nothing you can't defeat. 

Red Hatted: This guy will take you a couple trys to beat since his hands are 
very swift. 



Fat Guy (Boss): The final guy. This guy, well you will have to get good at this 
game to defeat him since he is extremely fast at shooting the gun. 

============================================================================== 
                              BEST TIMES AND SCORES                       WG06 
============================================================================== 
These will be up later. 

=============================================================================== 
                             FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS                    WG07 
=============================================================================== 

Q: I bought this game and I am trying to push A to shoot but nothing is  
happening on my NES controller that I am not supposed to use -_-. 

A: Read The FAQ, honestly. It even says this on the game box and in the manual,  
you must use a light gun that you buy somewheres, so you can shoot these  
people. 

Q: I beat all the modes, why am I not unlocking anything or getting a finishing  
message? 

A: Sadly, this game does not contain any bonuses or nothing cool like that. So  
don't be looking forward to it. Actually this game has no point to it really. 

Q: Freaken I got like an awesome score, will you post it in your FAQ. 

A: Send me a good quality picture of it to prove it, and of course I gladly  
will ^_^. 

Q: Where can I buy a light gun? 

A: Pawn Shop, Gamestop, EBGames, and Ebay(thats where I found mine) 

Q: Where can I find this game? 

A: Pawn Shop, Gamestop, EBGames, and Ebay(thats where I found mine) 

=============================================================================== 
                              THANKS AND ENDING                            WH08 
=============================================================================== 

Well there always comes a time for this part, the end of the FAQ. Well I really  
hope this helped you out with Wild Gunman, which is probably like the best  
outlaw game ever made since you actually get to use a gun if you ask me. Please  
check out my other FAQs if you already havent please. Thanks for reading this!  

I would like to thank God because he is number one in my life and 
I could not do anything without him, then there comes the time to 
thank the second most important person about my faq, good ole ceej. 
Well I would like to thank you for hosting FAQs and making an 
extremely good website. You have been great over the years man! 



Then last but certaintly not least, is the FAQ contributor board. 
Wow you all have been a huge part in my life, and have helped me 
by critizing and giving me your comments on everything. Thanks guys 
for all the help you have been. Thanks a lot! 

=============================================================================== 
                                  COPYRIGHT                                WG09 
=============================================================================== 
This FAQ is protected under the copyright code of law. It is illegal 
to take this FAQ and edit it or use it to your advantage. You do 
have permission to: print this FAQ out, use this FAQ, show your 
friends. You do not have permission to: Edit this FAQ, Host this 
FAQ without my permission or concern, sell this FAQ, or make any 
profit off of it whatsoever. If you really want to use my FAQ on 
your website or other purpose, please contact me, and I will 
most likely let you use it. You can make no money off of it 
(i.e. costing website, charge per FAQ view) 
Copyright 2005 (C) MATT LUDWIG 

=============================================================================== 
                                  CONTACT                                  WG10 
=============================================================================== 
If you have any questions,c omments, or info you would like to add: 

Please include the words After Burner or AF in the title of the email or it  
will be instantly canned. Also I don't mind if any kind of mail you send me as  
long as it has to with the FAQ or me. 

Things To Email/IM about: 
-Errors 
-Fan Mail 
-Help that has not been discussed 
-Hate Mail(always gives me a kick) 
-Just to talk (I dont mind) 
-Anything to do with this FAQ 
-Permission to use FAQ 

Things NOT to Email/IM about: 
-Things that have been discussed 
-Ads 
-Spam
-Asking to use FAQ on your site and then not crediting 

Email: mslpanthers13@gmail.com 
AIM: mslpanthers12 
MSN: mslpanthers13@hotmail.com 
Website: www.dcsplash.com/gamefaqs 
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